THEOREM 8. The semiradical of a semiring is the intersection of the semiprimitive ideals.
1. Introduction. By "the Strong Minkowski-Farkas-Weyl Theorem" (for finite dimensional vector spaces) we shall mean the following:
Strong M-F-W Theorem: "The intersection of a finite number of half spaces, when a bounded set, is the convex hull of a finite number of extreme points." This theorem has as an immediate corollary, the usual ("weak") Minkowski-FarkasWeyl theorem: 1,2,1 (Weak) M-F-W Theorem: "The intersection of a finite number of half-spaces (through the origin) is the cone of all non-negative linear combinations of a finite number of vectors."
Existing proofs of the strong theorem may be divided into two general classes. First, there are proofs which employ the "separating hyperplane" (e.g., Blackwell and Girshick4) and metric or topological considerations (e.g., compactness in real linear topological space variants) which are not available for vector spaces over general ordered fields. Second, proofs have rested on first establishing the weak theorem. These, though using "elementary" methods, involved complicated and elaborate arguments (e.g., H. Weyl3) or depended on extensive developments of properties of polar cones (e.g., M. Gerstenhaber5 and H. Uzawa6).
It is the purpose of this note to present a simply motivated constructive proof of the strong theorem for finite dimensional vector spaces over general ordered fields in which nothing more complicated than the notion of linear independence is needed. The 4. Corollary (the Weak M-F-W Theorem).-To obtain the weak theorem, we apply the strong theorem to the system where P"+1 = 0. Evidently the non-zero coordinates of all the extreme points are linear and homogeneous in M (e.g., by Cramer's rule). Thus the convex hull of these extreme points and 0 expands to a cone on a finite number of vectors as M is permitted to take on all positive values in F.
5. Conclusion.-The simplicity of the above proof is evident. The relevance and importance of the usual (weak) Minkowski--Farkas-Weyl theorem to areas such as economics6 and linear programming9 is well known. It has been extensively studied and used in these and other areas as well. The stronger form given here permits simplification of proofs in the real field and an immediate extension of theorems in linear programming (and their game counterparts), for example, to general ordered fields.
